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VOL. 19, NO. 27

News-Lites
By Walter King

NEWS-UTBS GOES EDITORIAI.,In previous weeks is has been the
purpose of this column to spotlight the
more significant news outside the college and to urge it upon the attention
of those who do not ordinarily read
the daily newspapers.
With this issue, however, in ac·
cordance with the expressed w1shes of
its readers \both of them) and espec ially its editor we are turning our
thoughts to a lighter vein.
We are living in a time of worldshaking events. Let us not dose our
eyes to "history in the making". Th.:
safest Aroeri,can is an inforll}ed America. Read y0ur daily newspaper. Other
than the Bible there is nothing more
important.
-O-

TO TURN OR NOT TO TURN"She didn't turn! That lady signale.!
for a left turn but didn:'t turn. Oh ,
well, I guess sqe decided to take the
next one, but why don't she draw in
her anl!? Hey sl;ie passed another one!
What goes. on here?" The policema11
was dumbfounded
For several blocks the motorcycle
cop followed the lady with the per·
petual left-tum signal. Finally, after
overtaking the car, he lee go with the
usual "What's the big idea," but with
more than the usual emphasis.
"Oh that's all right officer," the lady
replied, 'Tm only drying my nail
polish."
-0-

AND THEN THER'E'S THE STORY
OF THE FLYING SCHOOLMA'RMMrs. Earl Hallock is believed to be
the only school teacher in the United
States who daily goes to and from her
class room by airplane.
Living on one lake Erie island and
teaching school on another, four miles
away, Mrs.' Hallock finds the island air
service the fastest and most convenient
mode of transportation available.
In the morning, Mrs. Hallock leaves
her home on South Bass Island and
takes the air mail run to North Bass
Island. After school, an equally convenient run brings her back.
The two islands mentioned are near
Sandusky, Ohio.
-oMORE PRICES TO GO DOWNSecretary of the Treasury Snyder today opposed easing installment buying
restrictions on scarce goods, and taX
cuts at this time, as new price reductions highlighted discussions of whether business could heed President Truman's plea to lower prices.
Snyder contended that easing restrictions or cutting taxes would promote buying pressures and higher prices. But he introduced a hopeful note on
price cuts.
-0--

R'EYNOLDS SETS NEW RECORD
New York, April 16.-The Reynolds
"Bombshell" plane roared over La Guar
dia field at 12:06:30 a. m. (EST) today, completing a round·the-world
flight.
The converted A-26 attack bomber,
carrying pen manufacmrer Milton Reynolds and two other crewmen, streaked
over the field nearly 79 hours after taknig off at 5 : 11 p. m. (EST) last Saturday.
--oPLAN SPEEDS EARTHWORMS
FOR HUNGRY PLATYPUSESNew York, April 15.- A plane
load of 10,000 earthworms left today
for Panama - to save the lives of
three duck-billed platypuses in dire
need of something to chomp on.
The egg-laying mammals ar~- enroute to the Bronx zoo from Australasia. Before the platypuses get a chance
to munch, the worms will £east on
their staff of life, pablum, wood ashes
and wet newspapers.
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Two Are Extended
Invitations~ For
Frat Membership
The Eta Omega cast of Alpha Psi
Omega, national dramatic fraternity,
has extended invitations for membership to two Campus Players, Thelda
Healy and Maxine Mercer.
According to Dr. Joseph Pryor, president of the local cast, the ~initiation
ceremony will take place sometime in
May. .
Both candidates are seniors and have
been members of the Campus Playe•s
a year.
Miss Mercer is from Volant, Pennsylvania, coming to Harding for her jL<nior and senior years following graduation from Freed-Hardeman College in
Henderson, Tenn. Active in all dramatic club activities, she has turned in
an unusual number of hours . for work
backstage. She had a major role in one
three-ace play, "'Spring Fever" last year
and has played in two one-acts.
Miss Healy, from Ft. Collins, Colo·
rado, has participated in all phases of
play production. She has had major
roles in two three-acts, "Tish" and
1
'The Man Who Came to Dinner"; and
minor roles ~n "Smilin' Through" and
"Night of Janua.ry 16". She has also
played in four one-acts.
Besides ea:rning the required number of pointS from work on play productions, Campus Players considered
fo r membership in Alpha Psi Omega
must maintain an acceptable scholastic
standing.

Chorus Members Sing
In Shreveport And
Longview Churches

Pearson Appears
In Harp Concert
Elizabeth Pearson, harpist in the
Louisiana State 'Symphony Orchestra,
was presented in a concert in the Harding auditorium by the department of
music Tuesday night.
The program which Miss Pearson
presented was as follows: Gavotte from
"The Temple of Glory" by Rameau;
Rigaudon, Rameau; Giga, Corelli; The
Harmonious Blacksmith, Handel; Short
Stories in Music, Carlos Salzedo; Two
French Folk Songs, Etchecopar; May
Night, Palmgren; La Desirade, Salzedo;
Chanson dans la Nuit, 'Salzedo; and
Whirlwind, Salzedo.
Miss Pearson is the second of two
concert artists to have appeare<l here
recently.

Tri-Hosts Announce
Plans ForACPA Meet
Arkansas State Teachers, Hendrix,
and Central Colleges, tri-hosts for the
annual Arkansas Collegiate Press Association convention to be held in Conway April 25 and 26, have announced that the meeting, second of its
kind since pre-war years, will open with
a formal banquet Friday evening.
To be given at A.STC at 7 :00 p. m.,
the banquet will be followed by the
presentation of a play at Central College later in the evening.
Hendri.x will be the scene of the
convention session booked for the morn
ing of the 26th. Competing college
newspapers, graded by professional
journalists during the past two weeks,
will receive awards at this time. Contests include the paper as a whole, advertising, art work, and individual columns, news stories, features, etc.
'State Teachers will be in charge of
all arrangements for attendance, fees,
rooms, and other matters pertinent to
the convention's delegates.
Several press club members from
Harding are expected
to attend the
business session Saturday, and a smaller group will participate in convention
activities Friday.

Twenty-nine members of the small
chorus under the direction and sponsorship of Professor Andy T. Ritchie
remrned from a three-day trip to
Shreveport, Louisiana, and Longview,
Texas, Monday evening.
Leaving the Harding campus early
Samrday, the group arrived in 'Shreveport at 7 p. m., to sing in a program
following an evening service at the
Portlanc,l Avenue church of Christ.
Two radio programs were given Sunday morning over Shreveport stations
(Ed Note: A condensation of the
KWK.H and KTBS. Recordings were winning speeches presented in the finmade for use on the KWKH program als of the Bison Oratorical Contest last
in the future.
week follow.)
Three additional song presentations ·
were given in Shreveport throughout
WHAT WILL THE WORLD OF
the . day before the chorus left for
TOMORROW BE?
Longview, where a program was given
By Edna Hodge
at six p. m. Members spent the night
"What are some of the causes for all
there, and began the return trip Monthis crime among youth?
day morning.
"One of the primary causes, I believe, is the condition of the home. The
home has failed in its responsibility.
Mothers and fathers have lost the vision of what a true home should be . .
. . Have they helped their children in
solving problems, selecting their com
Another work-shop play is being ofpaniins, and choosing their recreational
fered for criticism to the dramatic club
activities? The majority of them have
only. this evening at six o'clock in the
not
auditorium. Tided "This Night Shall
"The maionty of the mothers and
Pass" it is a one-act drama directed by
fathers of today are so busy choosing
Vivian Rogers. In a city that has been
their own friends, solving their own
bombed until completely demolished,
problems, and frequenting their own
only two peopl,e are left alive. By some
questionable recreational places that
tri-ck fate, these' two are joined by one
they don't have time to help their own
of the men piloting a bomber. The
children.
three decide to rebuild the cicy.
"It is the duty of every parent to
Characters are played by Charles
guard and properly guide every child
Stovall, Jesse Vanhooser, and Judy
in the formative years of life, to preHogan.
pare him to meet temptations of every
kind.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fryer announce
"The scliool has failed to live up to
the birth of a son, Neal Brian Fryer,
its' high ideals and standadrds .. . If
March 31.
schools would learn that saving the
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. (Pinky) Berrychildren is worth more than saving the
hill announce the birth of a son, April
curriculum, then there would be better
3, at the Hawkins Hospital Clinic.
citizens produced. It is an absolute fact

SERVICES HELD MONDAY
R NADIAN S UDENT
Alpha Psi Omega

Chooses 'The Spy' ·
For Final Lyceum
According to an announcement released by Dr. Joseph Pryor, president,
the Eta Omega cast of Alpha Psi
Omega will present a final lyceum
number at the close of the school year.
The cast for the play will be selected
from members of this group,
The play chosen for presentation is
"The Spy", a three-act written by Mrs.
J. N. Armstrong, speech instructor. ll
has been 'given before Harding au-i :: .. ·
ces a number of times since its 0u 0 1nation at Harper, Kansas, whil.: . ~1<"
school wa~ located there. Each tirue, :;,
is true rr.i , t1me, the performa,:.::e ha"
been by :cc.l!eSt.
Acting as co-directors for the production are Mrs. J. T. Cone and Dr.
Jack Wood Sears. Both have played
roles in the play before.
The cast of "The Spy" will be announced in next week's Bison.

Print Shop ls
In Operation
Harding Coilege's print shop is now
in operation under the supervision of
Homer Howk, former head of the
printing department of Abilene Christian College in Abilene, Texas.
At present the shop is engaged in
printing foreign language song books,
bulletins,. and Dr. George S. Benson's
column, "Looking Ahead".
New equipment includes a multigraph printer, electromatic typewriter,
electric paper cutter, and folding
machine. The print shop also has a
complete photographic laboratory with
darkroom, camera, and enlargers.
Mr. Howk managed the Harding department from 1928 to 1941.

Bison Oratorical Speeches

One-Act Drama
To Be Presented

that the curriculum of the past has failed to supply the needs of the-•students.
"The church has also failed in its
responsibility to youth. In some of the
.churches of today the ministers do nor
believe in the miracle sof Christ. Some
deny the existence of hell. The youth
of the generation has lost fai th in, and
even denied the existence of a supreme
being.
"It is time for the nation to wake
out of sleep and realize its grave responsibility to youth because .the world
of tomorrow will be no better than its
youth today."
-0--

I AM AN AMERICAN
By Guthrie Dean
"We, as cwzens of the United
States, should take pride in this fact
above all; we are Americans. The
study of our nation's history should
give us a real hope of security and a
feeling of brotherhood.
"Some of our country's troubles
which affect us are deep and difficult,
that's true. But a real American, whose
heart is filled with patriotism, will
work to overcome these difficulties and
ro make this a better nation in which
to live.
"One of the things which is happen·
ing in which we have an immense
stake for our future is the un-Am.erican
idea of making a mass instrument out
of you and me. It is as though we
should live and die · the same - re(Continued on page 3)

Announcement
The final game in the intramural
softball tournament is scheduled for
4:25 this afternoon. The Cubs, winners of the National League title
with four straight victories, will
meet the Yankees, top team in the
American. Batteries will be Reagan
and Crouch for the Cubs; Stevens
and Webb for the Yankees.
The winners will be declared
"Campus Champions.''

Building Program
Progresses Steadily
The Harding College building program is progressing steadily according to observations made last week. The
first of the two new dormitories is expected to be completed by the end of
the current term, while the second
will be finished by the end of the summer.
Only finishing work remains to be
done on the gym dressing rooms, and
the building which will house the new
central heating system will be ready in
July.
Certain bottle-necks in the program.
are being overcome and it is expected
that construction W.Ork will be speeded
up considerably.

Final Plans Are
Made For May Fete
May Fete participants went into their
last week of practice Tuesday, as final
plans for the annual celebration sponsored by the Ju Go Ju club were made
early in order to complete them before
students making the Detroit chorus
trip leave 'Saturday. The date for this
year's fete has been announced as May

6.
To be presented on the same day, a
program featuring the entire large
chorus is being planned. Committees
to take care of details were named by
Choral Director Andy T. Ritchie at the
regular chorus practice Tuesday.
The program will be one of varied
numbers, including sacred songs, Harding favorites, and miscellaneous selections. One group of songs will be offered by the small chorus. "
One hundred seventy-five members
make , up the large chorus, while 70 of
these are in the smaller group,

State Symphony
·Here A pril 21
The Arkansas State Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of William
Hacker, will appear in Searcy on Monday, April 21.
The program will be presented in
the 'Searcy High School auditorium . . A
charge of a few cents federal tax will
be made at the door, in addition to the
Symphony Society membership tickets
which entitle their holders to admission.
The Symphony, organized this year
by Arkansas music leaders interested in
making good music available to all
classes of people throughout the state,
has been on a series of tours over the
state during the last several months.
Tickets were sold to Harding students
during the fall term of school.

Student Body Mourns
Victim Of Accident
The flag flew at helf-mast Monday
on the Harding College campus. For
the firs~ time in the history of the
school, the student body mourned the
death of a fellow student who lost his
life whiJe ·on his way to ·preach to a
country congregation.
Funeral services were held Monday
at ten a. m . for Russell Johnson, Canadian student killed in a car accident
near Marshall, Arkansas, 'Sunday morning as he, with four others went to fill
preaching appointmentS. Those participating in the services were Professor
Carl Spain, Dr. George S. Benson, Dr.
W. K. Summitt, and Dr. Joseph Pryor The body was sent to Toronto, On·
tario, Canada, for family services and
burial. Professor Spain accompanied
the body.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Johnson, Russell was born May 10,
1928, at Winnipeg, Manitoba. He attended Sarnia Vocational High 'School,
an<l aided his father, minister of the
Fern Avenue •church of Christ in Toronto, in church work.
Coming to Harding last 'September
as a pre-engineering student, he maintained a high grade average and earned
the respect of faculty members by his
unfailing cou.rtesy and conscientious attitude. He began preaching six or eight
weeks ago, friends said.
Other Harding students injured in
the accident were Howard Ewing,
Toronto; Howard See, Eagle Station,
Kentucky; and Percy Witty, Toronto.
Ewing suffered head injuries and a
fractured bone in the back of his neck.
See's injuries, in addition to shock,
were .strained ligaments in both hips.
Witty, the least seriously injured, suffered cuts about the face and leg bruises.
The accident occurred at 8 :30 a. m.
'Sunday as the army surplus command
car in which the students were riding
rounded a slippery curve and hit a tarred top section which caused the car
to slide toward the right edge of the
road. Ewing, driving the vehicle, saw
a six-foot drop on the left. The turn to
bring the car back onto the pavement
caused it to lurch and roll completely
over.
The impact threw all four clear of
the car. Johnson was thrown thirty feet
beyond it and did not regain consciousness. Examination revealed that he
died of brain concussion and an internal hemorrage in the cerebral region.
Cars arriving almost immediately stop·
ped to render aid and call an ambulance.
The boys were taken to a hospital in
Marshall, where Ewing and See remained until Monday evening.
Dr. W. K. Summitt and C. D.
Brown went to the scene of the accident .as soon as the news was learned
here, and ctl:er srudents and faculty
members followed.
Members of the Methodist chnrch in
Marshall, learning of the mishap,
through a man who stopped at the accident scene and went to the minister
for aid, visited the. boys throughout the
afternoon and contributed a sum of
money for their use.
Sunday services here carried the message of Johnson's last sermon, delivered before a forum group of student
preachers Saturday evening as preparation for its presentation the following
day.
Keith 11iompson, a fifth occupant
of the car when it left Searcy, had been
left at his appointment a short time before the accident occurred.
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Riches to Rags
In the state of Arkansas situated on a much-travele9 highway is
a small town. The highway is the St. Louis- Little Rock highway, and
the small town happens to be named Searcy. And because it is a
small town, it therefore must have its homes. They range from big
ones to little ones - and they range faom those made of 1:he most
expensive materials to tents.
It's a home of the latter sort that .attracted our attention. It was
a tent. A smoke stack crooked dejectedly out of one side and a flap
covered an open space for a door, but when we first noticed it, a
stinging north wind was blowing with such determ~ned gusto around
the sides that one glanced back for a second look at the stakes in the
ground.
The traveler on the highway didn't know how many people might
have been living in this "home". Perhaps the average didn't even
pause to wonder. But a thin spiral of smoke curled from the makeshift pipe.
Oh, but there are lots of tents in the world, you say . . . lots
of people won't try to rise any higher. Yes, there are lots of tents.
There are lots of people, who don't know to try. And there are lots
of travelers who won't notice. But there is one element that makes
this tent and the people living in it just a little different from s.imilar situations anywhere else. You see, directly to the left of the little
tent and on the same lot a few hundred yards away a sign welcomes
travelers to "The Churches of Christ in Searcy" .
And the members of the "Churches of Christ in Searcy" haven't
ignorance as their excuse. They all know what true disciples of
Christ did 1900 years ago when people were n~edy. They know
what Christ would have done.
,
The other element making this situation different from any other
- or at least from many others - is that the town also houses a
college. A Christian college. A Christian college whose students can
find a hundred dollars to put into their social club treasury to pay
for a one day outing. A Christian college whose students could combine the treasuries of. 10 or 12 of its clubs and with volunteer labor
build a home for a family. A home that wasn't a tent.
What are we giving in exchange for our souls? Or would a more
modern version of the . question n~ad "What are we enjoying in exchange for our souls?"'

-----oOn------

Question of The Week

TO INFORM YOU, HIS READER
Foltz has give~ his last alarms . . . Seems the boy still had water, but ran our
of soap, so Thompson took over with this issue. Future facts may be ascribed to
that ver$acile member of rhe so-sordid (to use a Foltz expression) Press Club
From here down .

SPARK PLOG OF HARDING
We were giving a few moments of discussion the orher evening

to

the gentle

topic of Alma Mater.

Everyone, of course, knew that Harding was different.

Thar was the puzzle.

Buildings are built of brick and stone, and colleges, as

colleges go, are not so different from each other.

Jasper, Alabama,
be with her.

remar~

that lit the fire of curiosity.

He remarked tha ta cer-

tain other school that he had attended couldn't .hold a candle to H. C. The
surprising thing about his comment is that the, college in question is a nationally
recognized institution, widely

known for many outstanding qualities.

It was of

mtfch larger size than Harding.
Since then

we have

heard chance comments on ' the campus to the ef-

fect "I wouldn't trade Harding fo__r - - " and so forth.
general attitude and we think we know why.

--0--

Dorothy Reynolds and her mother
and father of Morrilton were campus
visitors. Sunday.
--<>Mr. and Mrs. Andy Sanders of
Sirkr," Arkansas, visited their daughter,
Eula, on the campus over the weekend.

This is a decidedly

This school was not founded on "sand". It was not founded for the primary J]Urpose of education, but Christian education. Anyone who thinks that the
latter pur<pose detracts from the former is a long way off the track.
education for life; the other is education for life and etemi~.

Oqe is

astounded to learn that our higher educational sanctuaries many times dismiss
religious training as unnecessary and "detrimental".
The boy who made the observation that Harding College is different, however, did not base his opinion on this general foundation, but a more specific
He elaborated by pointing out the fact that no such social bugaboos as
A Hard-

Oft times the quiet lives we are not aware of until sud9enly that
That's something to remember.
life is snuffed out, like a glowin~candle, leaving a little space of darkARE THE UNIONS REALLY CLEANING HOUSE?
ness in our world. That life was shining all the while, yet the vast Skipping to an off-the-record thought, we recall an article that appeared in the
majority of those about were not aware of its light as a distinct light 'Saturday Evening Post some few weeks ago. One of many more seeming adapart from all the others, but just of the soft glow it added to the vertisements, the article occupied itself with bestowin~ a number of laurels upon
gleaming whole.
the C. I. 0. for pouncing upon Communists in their midst. Hmm-m.
We are all aware, however, of the lights that suptter and crackle,
Indeed, a campaign to ousL fa:eign growths from American enterprises is
and burn, first, brightly, and then dimly, but the quiet lives that are vastly to be complimented - but why all the yelling?' The C. I. 0. and Comcontent to fit into the Great Candelabra and burn steadily, lighting munism have been associated so long by citizens that we wonder if there will be
the area u\ which they are placed, are sorely missed when the Great anything left after Red influence has been extracted.
CandleJighter snuff~ out that flame to move it from an earthly holder
The laboring man deserves everything that can be fairly offered him and
, to one that is everlasting. Though we cannot understand just why the perhaps a clean, well-organiz.ed, and well-dedicated union would be his best inpattern of the flames must be broken, and an emptiness left, we know surance. If the purge is on the level, better things may be ahead, but if Comthere is a purpose.
·
munists gain control of proletariat thought, outsiders may see our nation pulling
Perhaps ... perhaps the purpose for Putting out a quietly, seren- curtain on a no-so-pretty third act.
ely burning candle is to cause all the others to realize the beauty of
THE M. B. A. A. APPEARS AGAIN
a quiet life ... one that was content to fulfill its pureose in humility, Bison ' Editor Brown received a second notice from the Master Bl(ewers Association
never seeking to draw attention to its light ... When such a, light of America the other day. It was mildly amusing to read. Unfortunately the
is snuffed out, those left round about# for a time cease their sputterissociation probably never received a copy of the Bison that carried Barb's ediing and crackling, subdued.
torial answer, a scorcher, to the M. B. A. A.'s inquiry whether the paper would
The quiet lives are. beautiful. Look about you ... and rememcarry a little propaganda copy.
ber. Some day this or that flame may be snuffed out also, but toAnct while wondering how other college publications answered the request,
day we can cooperate with those about ... today we can be kind ... we sincerely hope that it was in the same manner as Brown's.
. today we can give happiness to those who do not seek for themselves.
. "April Fool!"
Tomorrow there could be another darkness.
-M. R.S.
-a--

In· Memory of A Friend,
Russell Johnson ·
He came among us with a quiet mien;
By friends alone his deeds were seen;
For to all he was a friend,
And ever ready aid to lend.
His daily life we grew to admire,
For to Christ's example he did aspire;
And in our Savior's love he did abound,
While on his face a smile was always found .
0 friend of ours! Today you're gone,
Yet behind on this earth we live on
To remember the example that you set,
And by it to be strengthened, and not forget.

•

Dear Father! Thank thee for a man like this,
Who fault in us was willing to dismiss.
• May we ever remember him arrd thee,
And in thy love enlightened be.
Forest Moyer,
April 14, 1947.

·

!Members ofthe Press Oub
of Arkansas State Teachers
College are planning an
educational and social uip
to Memphis, May 3rd when
they will visit the CommerScotl
cial Appeal and Press 'Scimiter plants to observe the operation of
daily papers. From three to five hours
will be required to inspect each plant.
--0-

Reporcs of countless April Fool's day
pranks are printed in countless collegiate papers. Joyce, of the "Echo" tells
of this one. A Health and Safety class
went dutifully to class: then each in
turn stood up and said "Apri} Fool,"
and gaily tripped out the door.
Looking back to see how the instructor was taking it, they got the impression the fur was about to fly_ She ·
informed the class to trot back in, take
out pencil and paper and prepare for
a test., The class returned rather sheepishly, and watched Miss Savage write
one on the board, the first question .

-0---

Catl Kitzmiller had as his guests
from Friday until Tuesday Miss Phylis
Simerly, his fiancee, and his sister,
Evelyn Kitzmiller, both of Johnson
City, Tennessee
-<>-Rosemary Pledger went to her home
in Bee Branch over the weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Scott of Memphis visited their daughters, Margaret
and Mary Ruth, and campus friends
Sunday.
-o-Mr. and Mrs. Dean Lawyer were
guests of his parents over the weekend.

three hundred and sixty-five days a year.

PICK-.UPS

garr spent Sunday here visiting their
son Wilton.

--0--

ing student is the kind of Qerson who is friendly every twenty-four hours a. day,

----oOu-----

-o-Mr. and Mrs. B. W . Pate of Scutt..:

Pvt. Cecil Garrett is visiting his
brother, Dewitt, and friends on the
campus.
-o---

Often we are

caste, clannishness, or selfishness exist to an extent worthy of mention.

arrived Monday to

Mr. and Mrs. Carter Geer and Mr.
and Mrs. Sherrill Summitt of Cardwell, Missouri, were campus visitors
Saturday.

But Harding is different.

The student that has been associated with a number of stare and private institutions made a

one.

We · Weren't Aware

-especially men."
Evelyn Rhodes: "My love ( suspense)- for getting up at 5 :30 in the
morningfor May Fete."
Harold Wilson : "Teaching Mrs.
'Stapleton's classes. (Some people get
such a joy out of little things.)
Sammie Swim: "Editors of the Petit
Jean." (Subtle isn't he?)
High School 'Students: "Discontinuing detention hall for the next six
\'{eeks and letting us finish out "Our
Term" next fall."
Dennis Mattox : "Since it's spring
my heart has turned to nature."
Ed Cade: "Lover, lover, simply Lover."
Robert Riggs: "Blondes."

WHAT HAS YOUR HEART TURNED TO SINCE IT'S 'SPRING?
Neva Jim: "Boys. Just boys. Always
boys."
Miriam: "No one reads your column
anyway." (Discouraging, isn't it?
Stewart Tranum: "Baseball."
Lois Benson : '.'Diamonds." (Stewart
had better take the hint or leave. )
Mary K. Hollingsworth :. "Windsor
-the Duke that ii."
Madge McCluggage: "I don't have
time to change my heart."
Nadine Young : "Detroit - fooledja,
didn't I?"
Marilyn McCluggage: " Boys and other farm animals."
Blanch Tranum: "Gold."
Maxine Mercer: "Weedend visitors

Fifteen years ago in the "Flor-Ala"
a little fifth-grader was quoted as imparting this bit of wisdom to a rather
unappreciative world. Whether credit
is really going to where credit is due,
I don't know.
The more we study, the more we
know,
The more we know, the more we
forget,
The more we forget, the less we
know,
/
The less we know, the less we forget,
The less we forget, the more we
know,
So, why study at all?
--0--

I am still wondering just how two
'September editions of "The Echo"
made their way to my mail box this
last week. Rather slow delivery, I would
say. Or have the 'Pony Express days
come back inro being?
--0--

The "Mikado" will be given by students of Arkansas State Teao'1ers College •this spring, it is announced. The
chorus is open to students and townspeople, also, are invited to work in the
opera.

-0---

Dorothy Smith spent the weekend
·
at her home in M~phis.
--0--

Mrs. 'Seth Overstreet of Blach was a
campus visitor Friday. She is the mother of Ruth Overstreet who attended
Haniing last year.
-0---

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Connell of
Smackover visited their daughter,
Josephine, Saturday.
-0--

Durwood Chesshir of Nashville, Arkansas, is visiting friends on the campus.
-oB1ll Petty soloed at the Searcy Hy
111g School April 12.
-a-Mary Mason drove co ht>r horn; : t'
Center Ridge '3un<lay.
-0--

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collier of Lepanto visited Mrs. Collier's brorh~r,
Edwin Stubblefield,' and campus fri':'l'l•~S
Sa·nrday.
-0---

Elizabeth Allen, sophomore studem
underwent an appendectomy at the
Hawkins Hospital Clinic, Monday ever
ing. Her mother Mrs. S. A. Allen ol

Samuel Sebastian Wesley came from
a long musical line. His father had
been for many years a l~ding musician
in London, and his grandfather was the
hymn writer, Charles Wesley. From this
musical heritage young Wesley drew
his ability, particularly in hymn tutics.
The tune "Aurelia" was composed
for the hymn "Jerusalem, the Golden",
whence its name "Golden", and first
appeared in "A Selection of Psalms
and Hymns" arranged for the service of
the Church of England in 1864. However, it is now associated with the hymn
"The Church's One Foundation" and it
is by that name we recognize it today.
It is interesting to notice how a tune
can sometimes inspire a man to write
words rather than words always bringing f~rth the music. This should illustrate to us how our church music should
be used: the words are the important
issue and should be emphasized; the
music does much to enhance the meaning of them to us and should be so
used. To use music which not only does
not enhanced the words, but detracts
from their usefulness, is to do away with
the pur'pose of singing in church at
all.
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APRIL 8D ean .L C. Sears lectured · on 'The
D evelopment and Building of Personality" . Stressing the need for good personality in order to obtain success in
almost every field of life, he analyzed
the basic fund amentals of this v ital
quality.
Outward personality is the outgrowth of an inward attitude, Dean Sears
Pointed out. Hence friendliness , a desire
to appear neat and dignified, and ~e
quality of good taste in clothing and
mannerisms should be given much concern . Once these are developed, personal appearance will reveal to the world
a person of poise and dignity.

red psychologically that he can allow
himself to rationalize and justify that
which is his own destruction
APRIL 12National Camps, in the beautiful
setting of New England, was the subject of Harding's educational movie of
the week.
National Camp is an educational
camp organized where thousands of
schoolteachers, social workers, and
groups of Aqterican youth gather to
learn through actual experience the
principles of hiking, camp construction, camp projects, and the place of
outdoor life in the educational system
of tomorrow.

APRIL 9The chapel periods today concluded
the Bison oratorical contest. Guthrie
Dean's "I Am An American" won first
honors, 'Sammie Swim's "The Year of
Decision 1947" taking second in
the men's division. Edna Hodge was
the only entrant in the women's division, and spoke on the subject, "What
Will the World of Tomorrow Be?"
APRIL 10Dr. Frank Rhodes presented a number of lecturettes under the general
heading "My Five Foot Shelf of Books"
Inspired by such volumes as "New
Viewpoints in American · History,"
"Complete Works of Shakespeare," and
the N ew Testament from his own collection of books, he emphasized the
value of thought, achievement, and an
appreciation of the finer arts, in the
successful life.
APRIL 11"Righteousness Through Rationalization" was the topic of Dr. J. D. Bales'
chapel talk. Citing examples past and
present, he pointed our that excuses are
one of man's oldest and most common
failings, and that man is so construe-
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B. B. BENTON'S
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Haircuts 40c
"With or

Shaves 25c
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not v.ihen
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be pure, ourselves reflecting
of Nazereth, for we know
some passing pilgrim may
be passes along the heights.
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We don't feature Juliet

because
OUR SPECIALT Y IS GOOD FOOD
Mr . and Mrs. W. A. Arnold
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Harding College
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TRUMAN BAKER
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1946
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RADIOS -

927 EAST MARKET
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Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Jones, Owners

We -- 1 poultry, eggs, hides, ur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Ar11..

J. D. Phillips & Son
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WELCOME

Office At Roberson's Rendezvous

DOUGHNUTS

E AST

gardless of what we try to do for outselves and our fam ilies, because we are
just one big herd.
"In some jobs we find absolute provisions for us not to get ahead too fast
and in that way step out ahead of others. Let's let no one - employer, union, government, or any one person
put a collar around our neck in America.

.............. ... . . ~~ ·· · · · ·· ·· · · · · · · ·· ~~-· · · ··
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KROGE R 'S
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(Continued from page l)

The Ideal Shop

CI T Y

we view the emblem of our country the flag of the stars and stripes, waving
securely, over th e harvest fields, industries and cities of America.

" From the beginning, the United
States has had a special reputation all
over the world . . . This reputation was
founded on one tremendous fact. In
America the plain man, the youug man
o r wo~n - always had a cha.nee.
And that is because he is free to be rewarded on merit . . . Nothing is more
essential for our future and for a progressive national economy.
"Things like those should make us
·have a feeling of reverence every time

PHONE 586

Compliments of -

U. S ,.. 1proved , R .O. P . En riched Baby Chicks , Since 1927

DIXIE . CREAM

If we serve by the roadside let us
be conscious of our greater responsibility. If we serve in some more remote
capacity, let us remain aware that. our'

- a t-

* *
White County
Equipment Company'

is to serve, wherever God wills, and
opportunity affords.

Phone 119

ALWAYS

By B1'od;e CtoHCh
The observer of Nature is constantly
being impressed by simple things in the
natural world which are suggestive of
some of 'me most fundamental truth~
revealed in the Bible.

THE THOMPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSON CC.

I

While the great Master taught in
Judea and Galilee he continually suessed service and self-denial as Christian
fundamentals, rather than position or
possessions. Yet bow often those of us
who ·are preachers and teachers begin
to sense our importoace, and despise
the menial tasks! Yet the same Spirit
abides in all Christians, and our faith
is in the same Christ.
Jesus said, "he that is greatest among you shall be your servant." Let
us therefore remember that our duty

-~

r-- -

Last summer it was my privilege to
view one of Nature's most colorful
pageants, the blossoming of mountain
rhododeo.d.ron in the Appalachians. Of
one fact I was particularly aware - the
clusters which posed for thousands of
cameras besides the · highways in the
lowland were no more colorful, possessed no more delkateness, and were no
more beautiful than those which I discovered on the unfrequented heights.
Is not Christianity like that?

PAGE THREE

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES''
PHONE 223

.

Why not have
breakfast with us?
NO. 1
Toast and J elly
1 Egg
1 Bacon
Fruit Juice
Coffee, Cream, Sug~r

35c

NO. 2
Toast and J elly
1 Egg
2 Bacon
Fruit Juice
Coffee, Cr eam, Sugar

45c

NO. 3
Toast and Jelly
2 Eggs
2 Bacon
Fruit Juice
Coffee, Cream, Sugar

55c

Griddle
Cakes

25c

1Short
Stacks

20c

Harding
College Inn
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shall supply all your need according
to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus ."
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Compliments of
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May I offer rhis classic bit cif poetry.
0, MLF, what XTC
I 11lways feel when U I C;
I used to rave on LN's eyes ;
4 LC I gave countless sighs, '
4 KT, 2, and LNR
.
I was a keen competitor,
Bui: each now's a non-NNT
4 U XL them all, U . C.

'I ranflation-

0, "Millie," what "ecstacy"
I always feel when "You I see' etc.

stood out to me were the brotherly
reform measure and supervised telephone conversations.

------,

S. E E

II E. D. wAKE NIGHT
I

l
I
I

l..-1'.:'~~-~:~~~~:·..1

manship charm in trying to sell the
would be customer a little girl's dress.
In the following thirty minutes, every
quality of the little dress had been
pointed ouc twice by J. F. Finally, as
Jessie Faye paused for breath , the lady
ventured a word herself. "Well, but
all my children are boys ."
- o-A few meetings ago, Jule Miller . entertained members of the dramatic club
with some of his magic. Along with his
tricks, Jule served some of his wit. His

r

--0--

A rummage sale Saturday . gave rhe
L. C.'s many experiences to relate in
club meeting that night. If there were a
prize and I the judge, it would surely
go to Jessie Faye Jamison . She told of
having a lady walk up to the "counter"
as if she were interested. Jessie Faye
immediately began to turn on her sales-

LANGSTON
BEAU'rY SHOP

SHOE SHOP

-~

Nannie Lee Shoffner-Lila Williams
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake
Phone 449
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MRS. LANGSTON
MRS. SINCLAIR LEWI'S
MAXINE DEETER
(Operators)

A BETTER LAUNDRY OR

Fluff Shempoo-Revlon Cosmetics

DRY CLEANING JOB

L~--····

PHONE 299

FOR

~---·'-~
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Patronize -

Harding College Laundry
and

Dry Cleaning Plant

W Men's S tor e

"We clean everything,O'ut the windows."

We Welcome Harding Students
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THE HARVEST FIELD

WE ARE REDUCING THE PRICE OF OUR
SHOES ....... Men's shoes formerly selling at
$10.00 to $12.oio now will be sold at ~8.50 . ...

IN PAPER OR CLOTH BINDING

Our $8.50 shoes are reduced to $6.95 .... The
qualiity is the same . and still backed by "Our
Guarantee of 100 per cent satisfaction to our
customers."
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Insoles
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"Where you find what yoii l'ike to eat"

• • •
for .those NEW SPRING SPORTS CLOTHES

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

From ACP comes rhe story of the
big football player who was up before
the dean with a poor scholastic record.
Asked the Dean "How did you ever
end up with four F's and a D?"
"Well," sai~ the boy, thinking it
over, "I guess I just concentrated too
hard on one subject."

Grocery and Market

MEN

Shoes Repaired While
You Wait

opening remark went,
"I guess I'm
like the little magician that went down
to the corner and turned into a drugstore. " ( No further comment.)

WHITE HOUSE

P.H EL PS

L-

FAMILy

by Connell

ard group of irritants that sometimes
Frank Leasure, Harding student, soloed at the 'Searcy Flying School, Monday afternoon, April 14.

If we pray with thankful and trusting hearts, our troubles will . largely·.
disappear. He has not promised us
miracles but he has promised his loving watchful care, and the peace that
"passeth all understanding". "My God

goo~

INKWELL .. . ·

·Ever read an essay
called "Love's Minor
In a sense, the way in which this
Frictions?"
It's
by ·
new department of the Bison is com·
Frances Lester Warnpiled into one · "religious corner" . is
~r . This essay is a very
typical of the w;iy we consider religion
nteresting ·discussion of
as a parr of our lives. We have days f~r
me of the many odbeing religious, and days for doing odt•
lities of human naer necessary things, but there is al- ·
ture. Friction arises
ways that inescapable feeling . that .they
CONN5U. easiest between people
are apart and separate.
who care the most for each other. She
We hope you will enjoy the "Resays, "We have direct access to_the state
ligious Corner" of the Bison, but let
of mind of the people with whom we
share household iife and love. Thereus seize this opportunity to think more
fore, in most homes, no matter how
of integrating our Christianity with odier especrs of our lives. Let us do all "in
congenial, a certain amount of minor
the name of the Lord." When this is
friction is inevitable . . . You can ruffle the dearest member of your family
accomplished, we won'c have to worry
more by asking him twice if he is sure
ab t confiring religious thoughts to a
day called Easter, or even to $unday.
that he locked the back door than his
political opponents could stir him with
Let us not fonfine our religion to one
corner of our minds, but let it permeate a libei."
our whole being. Then we will be
Among a group of four typical causChristians.
es of minor friction, given as a "stand-

"But in everything . . . let your requests be made known unto Gbd." God
didn't create the earth and all things
therein and leave his masterpiece, man,
helpless and without a guide. His eyes
"are over the righteous and his ears
are upon rheir prayers", and as surely
as there is a God in heaven, He wants
his children to be happy, unafraid, and
untroubled.

They m ust be

JO'S

By Dale f'C'T'gemon

"In nothing be ·anxious; but in everything by prayer and
supplication w i t h
thanksgiving, let your
requests be m a d e
. known unto God."
(Phil. 4:6} .
The words of this
SWIM
commandment are as if
the Father had put His loving arm a' bout us and pulled us up closer to Him
and had bidden us, like little children,
to forget our cares and leave everything to Him as . He tries to help us
along.
'imagine a ledger, and balance it by
putting those things we are to worry
and fret about on the one side, ·and
those things we are to take to God in
prayer on the other.
"In ·nothing be anxious seems an
impossibility! But the things He s_eeks
to deffver man from are the affairs of
the world, trying to guide his own
providence, wearing himself out in an.xieties about furore events which he
cannot remedy or control.
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Suh·T's Visit
Red Bluff On
Spring Outing
Members of the Sub T boys' club
and their guests left the campus Monday morning to spend the day at Red
Bluff, popular beauty spot visited frequently by Harding groups. Hiking to
the falls and the preparation of steak
dinners were the chief employments of
the trip.
Those going on the outing included
Madge Mccluggage, Norman swling;
Olive Peddle, Therman Healy; Doris
Johnson, James Ganus; Mabel Perry,
Melvin Ganus; Ann Spiro, George Reagan; Corene 'Shaffer, Charles Shaffer;
Iris and Ken Elder; Johnnie Nell !Uy,
Lee Burford; Lois Hemingway, Samime Swim; Georgia and Art Peddle.
Phyllis Foresee, Bill Nations; Judy
Hogan, Don Cluck; Neva Jim Chesshir,
Don Engle; Nadine Young, Bill Handy
Rose Katherine Richardt, Bill O'Neal;
Elaine Wythe ,Morgan Buffington;
Tommy Jean Hulett, Jack Parker; Eula
Sanders, Leo Campbell; Velda Turner,
Harold Wilson; Joyce Quint, George
Parker; Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Ganus.

Sub-Debs Go To
Letdna Monday
The 'Sub Debs, high school girls'
social club, entertained guests with an
all day outing at Letona Monday.
Leaving the campus by chartered bus at
7 :00, the group enjoyed hiking, climbing and wading.
Members of the Sub Deb club and
their guests were: Freda Herndon, Arvel
Wall; Barbara Vanhooser, Glen Craft;
Ruby Haywood, Douglas Reaves; Nan-

I

Lee Turman, Sterling Merritt; Evelyn
Coultas, John Wangor; Carletta Froud,
Tom Dillinger; Edna Hodge, Al Morris; Doris Abney, Harlan Turner; Anna
Mae Johnson, Freeman Thomas.
Clara Froud, Jack Harris; Norma
Sanderson, Glendon Fa.rm.er; Mary
Alice Cranford, Leland Waters; Louise
Roberts, Pete McCluggage.

cy Priestly, Bruce Rhodes; Petit Jean
Lashlee, Ira Brackett, Jr.; Geneva Meurer, Rose Mary Matheny; Anne Moorer,
Coy Campbell; Sara DeLaschmidt, T.
¥illie Lanie.r, Bbb Lani.er; Wilda
Gorner Gross; Mary LouTipton, JohnShaffer, Ulyss Word; Betty Beaman;
ny Powell; LaVonne Bevans, Jimmy
Vivian . Rogers, John Reynolds; Thelma
Miller; Audrey McGuire, James KilKelley, Malcomb Kelley; Mary E.
lingsworth; Patsy 'Stewart, Charles Grey;
Kerr, Dick Fisher.
Becky Ray, Billy Aven; Betty Blair,
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mason were
Joe Webb; Evonne Abernathy, Cecil
sponsors
for the outing.
Beck; Loyaluiah Sparks, Eddie Davis;
Faye Nichols, Lester Perrin; Mildred .
Durham, Curtis McGuire; Rosie Sprink
le, Jack Lawyer.

Happy Birthday!

Camp Jahkodah Is
T0febt Destination

'9

Monday morning with Camp Tahkodah as their destination sixteen Tofebts
and their dates left the camp~s at 7 :45
by truck for the club's spring outing.
Before loading, the group breakfasted at the college club.
Upon arrival at Camp Tahkodah,
which lies on Salado Creek, 15 miles
south of Batesville, the outers broke up
into smaller groups to take part in various outdoor activities that included
tennis, softball, hiking, kodaking and
exploring.
At midday the Tofebts spread a lunch
on tables in a roofed arbor on the camp
iite which is nestled among the Ozark
pines and flanked by a flowing stream.
They returned to Harding at 6 :00 p.
m.
Tofebts and their dates were: Alpha

i
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BARBER SHOP

t Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West
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Dugger .. Lawyer
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Dugger of
Hillsbmo, Texas, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Betty Lou, to Mr. Virgil H.
Lawyer, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Lawyer, of Searcy.
The wedding will take place on July
8, in the church of Cl!ist in Hillsbmo.
Lou is a junior majoring in element·
ary education. A member of the "H"
social club, and chorus, she is a candidate for Petit Jean Queen '47. She was
the class secretary-treasurer from '44'46, is a member o fthe Texas club, and
was elected as Harding's Favorite Girl
for 1946.
Virgil, a ministerial student who
graduated from Harding last year, is
an instructor in the Harding Academy,
and a member of the T. N. T. social
club.
He was elected Harding's Best AllRound Boy during the years '44-'45-'46
was president of chorus '46 and is a
member of "Who's Who Among Colleges and Universities".

M.

t

Phone 22 5

M.

The bride, given in marriage by her
father, wore an aqua blue ·crepe dress
and carried pink accessories. Her corsage was of pink carnations.

The Mu Eta A,delphians at a regular club meeting Saturday night initiated Velda Turner into the club. The
ceremony was held by candlelight in
the archway of the living room at the
home of Mrs. Dodd.

A club project to give Rosa Belle
Cann.on tWency-five dollars to aid in
meeting preparation expeness foi gaing
to Japan next summer was announced.
A former member of the club, Rosa
Belle is now at home preparing for the
trip.
t

Mrs. Mason is a graduate of Harding: While in school ·she was a member of the W. H. C. Club. Mr Mason
who holds seven citations, served 29
months in the E. T. 0 .
~······
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Welcome to
VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 344

··············-·

Bradley's Barber Shop1

STORE
JAMES, JR., Mgr

-A shop that tries to be Christitm-

--

Phone No. 30

a• a e

Welcome, Harding Students, To

WESTERN

J. C.

a a

West Market Street
Bradley
Cato

ECONOMY
MARKET

STOTT'S
DRUG STORE

For

--o--

---<>----

STAPLE AND FANCY

PRESCRIPTIONS

Jus.. off the Campus

· FOOD

PHONE 33

STERLING'S
5c & lOc STORE .

Club . Notes

Miss Geneva Clem, daughter of Mr.
and M.rs. Sam Clem of Melbourne,
became the bride of Hayden Masoti Fri
day night, April 11 at 8 o'clock in the
auditorium of the First Baptist Church.
The double ring Cl!Cemony was perform·
ed by W. R. Vestal in th.e presence of
the families and a few intimate friends.
The bride's wedding ring was one worn
by her grandmother and her mother.

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

t

..--------1

April
April
April
April
. April
April
April
April
April
April
April

Geneva Clem Is
Married Friday

Engagements

MAKE OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

, I
1
l
i
t

W. E. Walls

Charles Dodd
Brickk Hurst
S. W. Kimbrough
Fung 'Seen Wong
Simon Moye
Estel McCluggage
Norma Jean Quarles
Helen MacDonald
Mabel Perry
W. T. Dillinger
Mildred Bell
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HELPFUL

GARRISON

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
Corner Spruce. & Race Sts.
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

1
t
1'

t

SMITH '· S

SHOE

STORE

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New

~-~---~--~-------..-------.-..----------...._--------~

JAMES L. FIGG

WELCOME TO

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

,_7'1ayfair

---o--

Eyes Tested-

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile

Allen's Quality Bakery

Company

- Glasses Fitted
--o--

Searcy, Arkansas

"Home of Good Eats"

i

"White County's Fastest Growing Store"

l______J l l = = = = = = = - = . : : ! J

~~~~~~~--~~-~~~~ ·~~~~~~~-~-

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR · COMPANY

...

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

•

Robertson's Drug Store

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let Th'is Garage Serve You

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

--~oOo.----

(Back of Plaza Theatre) .

-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

-for-

"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"

-Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

..---.

WHITEHOUSE

CAFE
----101----

Meals - - Short Orders
,.,

----o---I

I

I.

"A PLACE .WHERE YOU CAN COME

I

KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

--

1

Largest Store in Searcy
I
, . !
LADIES'- H a ts
Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes
MEN'S-Ha ts
-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

Robbins-Sanford
Mercantile Company

-Drinks
-Pies

HARDING-----WE APPRECIATE YOUR
. BUSINESS

:
:
:
J

:
•

I
f

:

1----------------.-...-..---------.-.--------.._-----··-·-·-·-·-·.._.._...i.

---'---0----

Security Bank
'!A Friendly Institution"

HARDING COLLEGE; SEARCY~ ARKANSAS .
APRIL 17, 194 7
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By Jimmy Atkinson
Yankees Trim Red Sox- 9-6 Sports ~hatter
.Cubs Thump .Dodgers 24-1. ·

In A.meri~~n League Playoff

ToCopNatiorialLeague Title

In an effort to bring to Harding
has planned the following ·events . for
sports
fans a definite· schedule of the
the annual · ineet to be hel~ when the
With Clark Stevens thro\J.'.ing a sev- Yingling, cf
1
0
3 0
0
The Cubs took advantage of an un- Reagan, p
1
6
2
sports program for the remainder of
work being done on the track is com:
en-hit game and Paul White and Lester
Kelley, p
2
1
0
4
dermanned Dodger crew last Saturday Coy Campbell, 2b
0
4
5
~rt of an
this
term,
I
spent
the
best
pieced
:
100
and
220
yard
dashes;
'oriePerrin supplying the heavy stick work, J. Harris, lf
2
2
0
0
to
pound
out
19
base
hits
and
a
24
to
4
1
0
Crouch,
c
3
hour talking to Pinky Berryhill one
half and one mile runs·; 440 and mile
the Yankees nailed the American Summitt, 2b
l
0
0
3
. 1 uiumph to take first place in the Brown, rf
0
2
2
5
He
outline?the
afternoon
last
week.
100·
low
hurdles,
··
high
jump,
relays;
0
League pennant to .their door. last Thurs · J. Clark, rf
0
2
0
·
N
ational
League
playoff.
Seven
doubles,
0
3
2
Thomas,
3b
4
whole deal to me, put every phase was
broad jump;· pole vault; ..discus, and
day with a 9 to 6 win over . the Red . Veteto, rf
i
0
0
0
a
triple
and
th
ree
home
runs
were
aTOTAL'S
24
19
47
3
clouded with "if it doesn't rain."
shot. T and F day w.ill be· .run on a
26 6 7 6
Sox.
TOTALS
Rain rain and more rain put the . class basis as ·Usual. Each class will be 1nong their assoranent of hits. The DODGERSThe Yanks scored first in the open- Yanks
122 202 9
4
1
0
saftball' tour;ament more than a week
allowed three perticipants in each . e- Dodgers were operating with three in- Starling, c
ing frame on Left Fielder Cecil Beck's Sox
2 1 2 0 1 0 6
0
1
4
0
behind schedule, thereby delaying the
vent. Preliminaries will be run in any fielders and only two men in the out- Wilson, cf
Runs batted in: Perrin 2, White 1,
single to right, a Sox error, and Perfield.
4
2
Lawrence,
3b
3
0
start of other events. Baseball will start event where it is necessary. •
rin's hit to left. A safety by Wendell Draper 1, Beck 1, Wells 2, ~)impson 1,
· Captain Coy Compbell led the Cub J. Laveyer, p
0
2
4
0
either today or Saturday, while the
Kimbrough, Speedy Moore's walk, and
Moore 1, Harris 1. 2-base hit: Kelley.
hit
barrage
with
two
doubles
and
a
0
5
0
Kratz,
SS
3
class tourney in softball is slated •to gel
a triple to right by Joe Wells put the
3-base hits: Perrin, White 2, Simpson,
pair of home runs. Lloyd 'W right and Wall, lb
0
0
0
3
under way next week. Tennis, with only
SJORTS SHORTS:
'Sox ahead by one run in their half of Wells. Home run: Moore. Stolen bases :
Jimmie Thomas each collected a trio of J. Ganus, rf
1
2
0
3
doubles play on the schedule, is now
THE HARDEST ' _HIT .ball in the
.
Moore, Kelley, Harris. Double play : . set for opening today or tomorrow.
the first.
bingles, Thomas· three for four giving
TOTALS·
25
1
5 12
intramural softball league zoomed from
Singles by Brickk Hurst, White, an- Kimbrough to Summitt. Left on bases :
him the League batting crown with a Cubs
1 0 3 7 12 1 x
'Six teams of a dozen hopefuls each · the bat of LESTER PERRIN, th e Yanks
other error, and a technical miscue Red Sox 5, Yankees 3. Earned runs:
.461
average.
000 0 10 0
Dodgers
are lined up and ready for battle in all-around handy 1Dan, who qught one
gave the winners a pair in ~e second. Red Sox 5, Yankees 5. Bases on balls :
Seven runs in the fou rth clinched
Runs batted in: Colis Campbell 4,
the first baseball tourney at Harding of · Malcolm Kelley's tosses squarely on
John Summitt threw his glove at Kelley 1, Stevens 2. Struck out: Kelley
matters for the Cubs. Thomas started
Brown 2, Thomas 3, Clark 2, Reagan
in several years. Two leagues, the Athe nose for a line-drive triple to leftWhite's liner, allowing him to score 3, Stevens 1. Wild pitches : Kelley 1,
it by drawing a walk off Jack Lawyer.
1, Coy Campbell 7. 2-base hits : Coy
merican and National, have been formcenter. The b~ll saw RRAU.Y tagged .
from third base after he had pulled up Stevens 1. Umpires: Cook, Parker, and
Another walk to Brodie Crouch, doubCampbell 2, Brown 2, Reagan l, 'I110med wih the Red Sox, Tigers, and Yan, . COY CAMPBEll, COL!S CAMPfollowing an outfield misplay on his J. Lawyer.
les by John Brown and Coy, singles
as 1. 3-base hit: Clark 1. Home runs:
kees in the former ·and the Cardinals,
BELL and ERNIE WILKERSON of the
one-baser. The Sox tied it up in their
FIN~L STANDING
by Lloyd W right and Thomas, and two
Coy Campbell 2, Colis Campbell 1.
Dodgers, and Cubs grouped in the CUBS and SPEEDY MOORE, RED
half when a triple by Catcher Bill
Dodger errors sent the big seven tal- Stolen bases: Crouch 3, W right l .
won lost average latter.
Team
SOX, were the only players to collect
Simpson counted Summitt from third. Yankees
Double .plays : Coy Compbell to Colis
1
.750
3
An unprecedented fearilre of the class more tBan one homer in the softball lies across the platter.
A single by Stevens, Perrin's tremenThe
Dodgers
scored
their
lone
run
Campbell;
Kratz to Wall. Left o n bases:
.600
2
Red Sox
3
struggles in softball will be the Frosh
leagues. Each of them hit the ball for
dous triple, plus 'Simpson's e~ror gave Indians
in the fifth when Norm Starling bang- Cubs 7, Dodgers 3. Earned runs: Rea2
l
.333 playoff between their two squads to detwo circuit clouts . . . IT IS RUMORthe YanY..s a couple in the third. They
ed a double through the box and scorga n 1, J. Lawyer 12. Bases on balls:
.000 termine which aggregation is to repre2
Tigers
0
ED that the rival FRO'SH captains will
added another brace in the fourth on a
ed
on
two
successive
wild
pitches.
Reagan 0, J . Lawyer 3. Struck out : Rea
sent the Year lings in competition. If employ scouts to sign up certain freshtriple by White and singles from the
Coy Campbell's two homers featur- ga n 4, J. Lawyer 0 . Wild pitches. Rea:
those in charge so desire the winning men sluggers . . .HOR.SE SHOES
bats of Joe Webb and Beck. They got
ed a twelve-run Cub spree in the fifth
gan 2, J. Lawyer 1. Umpires : Moore,
team will be supplemented by star mem
bracket is well along in the second
their last two in the sixth when White
in which 18 men batted. Thomas got a Ew ing, and Tate.
hers of the losers for obvious reasons.
r-0und of play, but it is too early to
hit his second triple and Beck and
Although Track and Field Day is venture any predictions . Then, coo, double and single and Wright two oneFlNAL STANDING
Wesley Smith got singles.
still indefinitely postponed Berryhill DRAPER, JOHNSON, and D. LAW- basers in this rally.
won lost average
Team
Moore led off the bottom half of
George Reagan allowed the losers
4
0
1,000
Cubs
YER are entered . . . S. W. KIMthe third with a home run. The Sox
only five safeties, two 6£ them to Herb
1
2
.333
Dodgers
BROUGH,
Red
Sox
third
baseman,
got
16
6
.375
Simpson, Red Sox
got another that innin~ on two walks
Lawrence_
Joe Wells,the Red Sox slugging first
1 2
.333
Braves
11
4
.364 a single in the first inning of the .SoxSmith, Yankees
and White's error. Their last run Caple
sacker, Lester Perrin of the Yankees,
!'BOX SCORE
000
2
0
Cardinals
4
.364 Yankee final, but was unable to regis11
Hare, Indians
in the fifth on Kelley's double and a
and Malcolm Kelley, 'Six pitcher ended
in
the
hit
column
thereafter.
On
ter
h
e
CUBS-ab
single by Jack Harris.
the American League tournament in a
NATIONAL LµAGUE
one ocwion be took a lusty cut at one Wright, lb
l
6
3
3
The game was cut to six innings by
av.
three way tie for batting honors, each . Name
h
ab
dribof
CLARK
STEVENS'
tosses
and
2
1
2
Mrs. W . A. Bornschlegel of Denver,
6
W.
Clark,
If
a sudden down-pour of rain.
compiling a .500 mark. Jimmie Thomas Thomas, Cubs
.461
6
13
bled it only a few feet out in front of Wilkerson, cf
2
Cplorado, is the guest of her daughters,
0
5
who saw service at third base and in Ewing, Braves
.455
11
5
BOX SCOR};
the plate. The catcher immediately Colis Campbell, ss
1 Frances and Ruth.
4
2
6
the outfield took the honors in the Na- Vanhooser, Braves
h
e
11
.455
5
YANKEESab
pounced upon the ball and threw ~im
tional with an average of .461.
.444
8
0
Colis C'mbell, Cubs 18
1
0
K. Thompson, rf
out by a good twenty feet. As KimFollowing is a list of the top ten Reagan, Cubs
.421
1
8
19
2
3
Webb, c
brough walked sadly back to the side1 men in each league who have batted
.417
5
3
Coy C'mbell, Cubs 12
4
Beck, If
lines, SPEEDY MOORE said, "That's
0 ten or more times apiece.
.412
1
17
1
7
4
Wilkerson, Cubs
We are here to serve the best interests
Stevens, p
okay Weapon. How could you know
t
0
2
10
4
.400
1
Wilson, Dodgers
3
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Perrin, ss
the 'catcher• wasn"t playing you deep.)"
of the citizens of Searcy and White Coun.400
0 Name
4
0
10
0
Lanier, Cardinals
2
av.
Miller, 2b
ab
h
0
4
.364
1
1
11
Lawrence,
Dodgers
3
J.
Wells,
Sed
Sox
20
10
Hurst, 3b
.500
Come let us help. you vlith your
ty, and it is only by doing this that we can
1
3
3
3
Perrin, Yankees
16
8
White, lb
.500
skin problems with Dermetics
0
0
0
3
Kelley, Reb Sox
Draper, c-rf
16
8
.500
justify our existence.
Cosmetics
1
0 Beck, Yankees
••
0
2
.412
7
Smith, cf
17
4 Veteto, Red Sox
HERE TO SERVEQuaint Beauty Shop
28
9 12
,4.00
TOTALS
6
15
Give us the opportunity and you be
Webb,
Yankees
5
.
385
Christine Fraser, Owner Phone 440
13
RED SOX•4
.the judge .
5
.385
2 Young, Indians
13
1
WOOD-FREEMAN
0
4
Simpson, c
I
.385
1 J. Harris, Red 'Sox
5
13
1
1
4
Kimbrough, 3b
LUMBER
2
•
l
2
2
Moore, ss
1
0
3
J. Wells, lb
0

Thomas Wins Bat Title
In National League;
Three Tie In American
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c~"?npliments of

1

I

CO.

't

SEARCY ICE AND
I
COAL COMPANYi•
Phone 555
l

__..__....

-·· •••

I
I

Building Materials

Phone 446

t

i

..i

,..__,.._..__.....__ _ _ 4..._.....~---.-..

OKLAHOMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.
-0--

For The Fines.t

MERCHANDISE
--0--

Harding College Students

DR. R. Vv. TOLER
Dentist

--------·----,
CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP

l~.:.Over and See u,

Searcy,

-:-

Arkansas

I
i
Bank I
:
I

1
•
t

I The Se~rcy
iI "A one-stop institution eager to serve your

Il

Compliments
SANITARY
MARKET

t.·_-----f-ina_nc_ia_z_a_n_d_i_·nsu_,ranee needs."

-,SPECIALS$1.00 Jergens Lotion .................. 89c
50c Jergens Lotion .................... 39c
1.00 Fitch Shampoo .................... 8.9c
75c Fitch Shampoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 59c
50c Colgate Tooth Paste . . . . . . . . . . .. - . 43c
50c .Ipana Tooth Paste ................. 43c
50c Pepsodent Tooth Paste
..... 43c
75c Listerine Antiseptic ................ 69c
25c Exlax ............................ 19c
.Seaforth For Men
Old Spice For Men
---0001---

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY
106 E. Market , Phone No. 8

DuBarry
Elizabeth Arden
Elmo
. Helena Rubinstein
Dorothy Gray .Cara Nome
---oOoi--cuMPLETE FOUNTAIN MENU
---0001---

Headlee' s Walgreen Drug Store
OF~

STANDARD OIL
COMPANY
OF NEW

JE~SEY

l--·---------

-and-

Headle~'s

Rexall Drug Store

BOTTtED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA·COLA COMPANY

av

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

I

•

)

Cosmetics

COMPLIMENTS

~

liVE WELCOME YOU ATI ALL TIMES

X-RAYS

I

I
i

•

t

l

I

•l

,
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